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Introduction
Titis chapter primarily discusses Delaware Court of Chancery opinions invOlv-.
ing the discounted cash flow (DCF) method and its crucial component, the
cost of capital The cost of capital iB a central issue in judicial business valuations in statutory appraisal and Hentire fairness" cases. Importantly, the Delaware courts' treatment of cost of capital sets the model because Dela'Wlll'e law is

widely accepted on cmporate legal issues. In additi~ a handful of U.S. District
Court cases have addressed cost of capital in appraisal and fairness cases under
the relevant state laws. Delaware decisions discussing cost of capital arose primarily .from statutory appraisal cases and also from entire :fairness cases.
It should be noted that some Delaware valuation d'ecisidns-and most other
states' published valuation decisions-contain neither an explanation of the
court's methodology nor its calculations. Few states outside of Delaware publish
trial oourt decisions, and state appellate court decisions seldom address these
issues. Indeed, a District Court decision under Missouri law commented:
It is unfortunate that, after performing such a well-reBSOned and tlwf.
ough review of the record, the district court was not more explicit
in elaborating how it reached its final calculation of price per share.
Regardless, the district court is not required to pruoide explicit detail or
m11thematical precision in fai.r value cases, since "the very nature of most
cases precludes proof of value and damage with the precision of mathematical computation." It is also pemUssible for a district court to
arrive at a determination of fair value that is not advocated by any of
the experts. 1

Discounted Cash Flow in Delaware Law
The Delawaxe Supreme Court decided in Weinberger v. UDP that a determination of fair value2 "must include proof of value by any techniques or methods which are generally considered acceptable in the financial community.'"
It added that "elements of future value, in.dueling the nature of the enterprise,
which are known or susceptible of proof as of the date of the merger and not the
1. Swope v. Siegel-Robert. Inc., 243 F.3d 486, 494-95 (8th Cir. 2001), citing Phelps v.
Watson..stillman Co., 2.93 S.W.2d 429, 432. (Mo. 1956) (emphasis added).
2. Delaware's statutory standard of value lot dissmting stockholder acliDruJ (as in
most other states) is "fair value." •ni.e basic concept of [fair] value under the appraiaal statute i.a that the stockholder is mtitled to be pAid for that which haa been taken lwm him, viz..,
his proportionate interest in a going concern." 'In-Continental v. Battye. 74 A.2d '71, '72 (Del
1950). Fm value for statutory appi:aisals is the value of an entity u it is being run. with no
control premium and no cliacount for lack ol marketability or minodly .tnfezest.' ~ Gilbert
E. Matthew& & Midlelle Patterson. Fair Val11e in Shareholdtr Dinmt and Oppmsion, in JAY E.
FISHMAN, SHANNON P. PilA'IT ck Wlu.IAM J. MOIUlISON, 9rANDAJW5 01' VALUB: THlloB.Y AND
.APPLICATIONS (2d ed. 2013).
3. Weinberger v. UOP, Inc., 451 A.2d 701., 713 (Del. 1983) (a seminal "entire faimers&" case).
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produd of speculation. may be considered" in valuations under Delaware law,•
thus approving for the fint time the use of the DCF method. The court pointed
out that the &a1uiring company's officers had used DCF in evaluating UOP's
eamings potential.
Since Wrinbn'ger, Delaware rourts have adopted the DCF method as their
prefen:ed method of valuation.5 A 2005 decision stated:

Thi! DCF model of valuation is a standard one that gives life to the
finance prlndple that firms should be valued based on the expected
value of their future cash flows, clisc:ounted. to present value in a manner that accounts fur risk. The DCF method is frequently used in this
court and, L like many others, prefer to give it great, md sometimes
even exclusive, weight when it may be used responsibly.6
While DCF analyses have become the dominant approach in appraisal
and fairness proceedings &ince Weinberger, the Ultimate selection of a valuation
framework remain& within the court's discretion. In fact, the Court of Chancery
has rejected valuations based on the DCF method on several occasions for various reasons, primarily because of the quality of the projedione.' The Delaware
courts continue to UBe other valuation m¢bods, principally the guideline com-pany method.' but they do not value operating oompanies based on a88et v~
ue.' A ret"ent deds:ion expressed a preference for using more than one approach:
Oumcellor William B. Oumdler m stated, "If a discounted cash flow analysis
4. IJI. at 713.
S. Sef, e.g., Grlmea v. Vitalink Comm. Coip., 19'/'I Del. Ch. LEXIS 124,, at "3 (Aug. 26,
199'7) ("(The] diac:ounted c:Wt flow model [is] inm!uingly the model of thoi~ for valua·
tions in this Court."); Gnoll v. eMachines, Inc., 2004 Del.~ . LEXIS 171, at 1120 (July 7, 2004)
("This (DCF) method is widely accepted in the financial conununity and has frequently
been relied upon by this Court in appraisal actions."); Henke v. 1l:ilithic lnc., 2005 Del. Ch.
LEXIS 170, at -io (Oct. 28, 2005) (citing Gho/1).
6. Andaloro v. PFPC Worldwide, Inc., 2005 Del. Ch. LEXIS 125, at •35 (Aug. 19, 2005).
7. Harris v. Rapid-Am. Corp., 1990 Del. Ch. LEXIS 166, at 0 17-18 (Oct. 2, 1990) (speet>
lative nature of forecasts), aff'd in part and rev'd in part on other grounds, Rapid-Am. Corp. v.
Harris, 603 A.2d 796 (Del. 1992); Le Beau v. M.G. Bancorp., Inc., 1998 Del. Ch. LEXIS 9, at
ofJ6 Gan. 29, 1998) (the court could not rely on DCP valuation of either expert), aff'd, M.G.
Bancorp., Inc. v. Le Beau, 737 A.2d 513 (Del. 1999); Bomarko, lnc. v.lnt'l Telecharge, Inc., 794
A.2d 1161, 1185 (Del. Ch. 1999) (unsupported projections); aff'd, 766 A.2d 437 (Del. 2000);
Gray v. Cytokine Pharmasciences, Inc., 2002 Del. Ch. LEXIS 48, at 1126 (Apr. 25, 2002) (unreliable projections, terminal value high percentage of total value); Doft & Co. v. 'Itavelocity.
com, Jnc., 2D<M Del. Cl. LlDCIS '5, at lt32 (May 21, 2004) (unreliable projections); Huff Fund
hm!8tment Partnefthip v. CKx, Inc., 2013 Del. Ch. LEXIS 269, at ofJ5 (Nov. 1, 2013) (unrelidlle revenue estimab!s).
8. Far a discualion ol Delawan!! e.ppraiaa1 decisions, •ee Gilbert B. Ma.tthewa, A~
lfV.,,..,_ in rw..n ~
2™-005, 25 Bus. VALUATION lb!v. '4 (2006).
9. TV58 Ltd. P'ship v. Weigel Broad. Co., 1993 Del. Ch. LEXIS 146, at "8 (July 22, 1993)
(citing SHANNON P. PRATT, VALUING A BUSINESS: 'DIE ANALYSIS AND ~1. OJ ().Qna:r
H.E1..o COMPANIES 106 (2d ed. 1989) ("The notion lhata buatneM intl!'nstil!I wmfh the value of
its underlying assets is basically fallacious in mmt w , at mt farm opetaling compmi.y.").

°""'·
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reveals a valuation similar to a comparable companies or comparable transactiom analysis, I have more confidence that both analyses are accurately valuing·

a company."10

Capital Asset Pricing Model
The capital asset pricing model (CAPM) is the method by which the C'.ourt of
Chancery most often determines the cost of capital in OCF analyses.11 CAPM
was first introduced in the 1990 Ta:lmicolor decisi.on;12 since then, expertB in most
Delaware appraisal cases have used CAPM to calculate the weighted average
cost of capital (WACC) for their DCF. Even in situations where future results are
highly speculative, the court has elected to use CAPM. In one case, it re;ected
a 3.5 percent to 4S percent cost of equity baaed on ua survey of venture capital·
ist lsic] firms" in favor of an approximately 21 percent CAPM-based rate.11 In
valuing another speculative venture, the court accepted a 30 percent diacoant
rate calculated uaing CA.PM rejecting a 17.7 percent rate that the court believed
:Inadequately reflected the company's risk. 14
Although m06t Delaware decisions that applied the discounted cash fl.ow
method used CAPM, some have accepted other approaches to detemtining the
cost of capital The build-up method has been accepted in a few cases.15 In one
case, the court used a venture capital discount rate of SO percent in appraising a
small biotech a>.mpany, based on a report by ~ investment bank that WB!I the
financial advisor in the transaction.16

10. In Yr Hanover Direct, Inc. S'holders Lltig., 2010 Del. Ch. LEXIS 201 (Sept. 24, 2010).
11. Both experts performed a DCF analysis in the 8nt Delaware appraisal cue after
Wdnbnio, but neither expert used a discount rate bUl!d on CAPM. Bath uaed aibitrary
rates: one expert chose a discount rate range of 20 percent to 25 percent, the other chose
15 percent to 20 percent, and the court chose to uae lhe 20 percent midpoint. Cavalil!l' OD
Corp. v. Harnett, 1988 Del. Ch. LEXIS 28, at •S'J (Feb. 22, 1988), -Jj'd, 56!1 A.2d 1137 (Del.
1989).

12. Cede ck Co. v. Thdmicolor, Inc., 1990 DeL Cl\. LEXIS 259, at .f92-100 (Oct. 19, 1990),
other groulllls, 634 A.2d 34.5 (Del 1993).
13. Gilbert v. MPM Enters., Inc., 70'J A.2d 663, 612-7'3 (Del. Ch. 199'7), affd, '31 A.2d
190 (Del 1999).
14.. R)ran v. Tad'a Enters., Inc., 709 A.2d 682, ?03 (Del. Ch. 1996), wjftl., 693 A.2d 1082
(Del. 199'7). Plaintiffa' expert derived a 26.S percent ctiscount rate Wling CAPM and in~ it to 30 pm::erd "on the b.&11 of his experience." Id. at n26.
15. E.g., G&oll v. eMaddns, 200& Del. Ch LBXlS 171, at •47, •49; Henke v. ~
20M Del Ch. LBXIS 110, at •40-41 (Oct. 28, 2005); Del Open MRI :Radiology Assoa. v.. Keesler, 898 A.2.d 290, 338-89 (Del Ch. 2006); Reis v. Hazelett Sb:ip-Cutmg Corp., 2.8 A.3d 442,
415 (Del Cl\. 2011); Laidler v. Hesco Bastion B:nvironmentaL Inc., 2014 Oel. Ch. LEXIS 75, at
"1.6, •48 (May 12,. 201')·
16. Gray v. Cytolcine Pha:rmuc:i.ence, hie., 2002 Del Ch. LEXIS 48, at ~1-33. Prior tc
the transactiO!J, "'the parties decided to save money by asking MeniD Lynch to value the
stock of both companies, wilhout opining as to faimees." Id. at •1"m1' don
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Components of Weighted Averqe
Cast of Capital
Dela.ware law xequiral that an appraisal be based on information known or
knowable at the valuation date. All inputs into the WACC should therefore be
based on market information ae of the valuation date.1' Inputs to the WACC are
dillcwsed in the following pages.
Risk-Free Rate

Historically, Delaware has generally a~ted the 2().year Treasury rate as the
measure of the risk-free rate. In a 2004 decision, the court rejected the 30-year
U.S. government bond yield as the risk-free rate and S1ated that "using the
20-year U.S. government bond rate :is more reasonable under the circumstances
and in keeping with the accepted practice...,, The 20-year yield was aJso applied
in four other cases, including one in 2()14.19
.
One 2013 ca&e, however, adopted the 10-year TrfUury yield. commenting
that "it does not appear ... that the issue of a 1()-year versus a »year bond wae
disputed or that the Comt based its use of a twenty-year rate on professional
or academic valuation literature.,,. The court cited four treatises, of which two
supported the 10-year rate, one supported the 10-year rate for mature firms, and
one supported the 20-year rate.
In a non·Delaware appraisal case, the U.S. Diatrict Court in Nevada based
the risk-free rate cm five-year U.S. government bond yield at the closing date of
the transaction.21

Cost of Equity
Until a few years ago, the Delaware decis.ions that used CAPM to calculate the
cost of capital most frequently used an equity risk premium (ERP) of 7.0 percent
to 'J.2 percent The Court of Chancery and other murts relied on apei Is who
used. the older and more widely accepted BRP estimates of 7 percent hmorical
ERP data published in the .Ilibotscm SBBI Valruition Ytarbook ("'Historic BRP").22
17. Stt, e.g., Gilbert v. MPM Enters., Inc., ~~ Del Ch. LlOOS 60,

at '"5 (Apr. 24, 1998),

llfJ'd, 731 A2.d 790; Cede &: Co. v. )RC hqu:laitian Corp., 200C Del. Ch. LIDOS 12.. at 96-7
(Feb. 10, 2004}.
18. Cede 6:: Co. v. MedPolnte Healthcne, Inc., ~ Del. Ch. L100S 124', at *69 (Sept.

10,200C).
19. )RC Acquisition Corp., 2004 Del Ch. LBX1S 12. at "3l; Geureald v. Just Care, Inc.,
2012 Del. Ch. LIDClS 91, at "54 (Apt. 30, 2012); In n AT&T Mobility Wirele88 Opttallons
~ Litig., 2013 Del. Ch. LBXlS 201, at ~10 (Jame 24, 2013); Laidler v. Hesc:o Bastion,
2014 Del. Ch. LBXIs '15, at •4H9.
20. Merion Capital. LP. v. 3M Copnt, Inc., 2013 Del. Ch. LlOOS 172,, at "52-03 (July 8,
2013).
21. Stelru!r Colp. v. Bennmghoif, 5 P. Supp. 2d. lll1, 1133-35 (D. Nev. 1998).
.22. Sn, ~.g., Swope v. Segel-Robert, Inc., 4 P. Supp. 2d 876, 893 (B.D. Mo. 1999), affd
in pm fl1ld m 1'd in p«rt on ol'htt pimtls, 243 P.3d 4K(8th ai:. 2001) ("Empirical eride.nce
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In 2003, however, highly regarded valuation experts and academics began
to queBtion the automatic use of the Historic ERP. Shannon Pratt wrote that he
was "now convmced that the long-term arithmetic average general equity risk
premium (cummtly 7.0%) is too high." 23 Pratt, discwising the results of recent
empirical research published by Roger Ibbotson and Peng Chen in 2003,.zi. as
well as work wnducted by Roger Grabowski and others, stated that these results
suggested that the ERP :iS actually uabout 1.25 percentage paints lower than the
historical estimates.'125
The Court of Chancery began to acwpt lower ERPs derived from the PamaFrench (F-P) three-factor model. In 2004, Vice Otancellor Leo B. Strine, Jr.36
rejected a 7.3 percent premi'U!n determined by the Historic BRP and aa:epted
instead a 4.5 percent equity premium derived from the F·F model. Relying on
the altematE estimate, he stated:

Afthou8h the Fama-French three-factor CAPM model is not wholly
accepted., neither is the original CAPM itself. By better faC10ring in the
real risks of levemge, the Fama-French model captures useful data that
contn1>ules to a more reliable and real-world cost of capita.1.71
Shortly thereafter, Vice Owicellor John W. Noble cited this language when
he employed the cost of equity capital obtained from the F-F three-factor model
and wrote:
In calculating the risk premiwi\ {the petitioner's expert] used the
relatively new research by Fama and French to find a value of 4.5%.
In contrast, [the respondent's expert] employed the older and more
widely accepted practice of using the D>botson Associates data and.
used a value of 7.3%. The Company's main argument against the use
of the Fama. and French research i8 that because it is ''brand-new" and
from lbbolllan's includea a long-term equity riak piemiwn repreaenting incremmtal rates
oi retum realized on large capitalization common ltocD over the risk free rate J:UtoDcally
reported .from 1929[lie)to 1996."); Cede & Co. v. Technicolor, Inc., 2003 Del. Ch. LEXIS 146,
at "177 (Dec. 31, 2003) ~.2. percent}, ajf'd, 884 A.2d 26 (Del. 2005); Lane v. Cancer Treatment
Ctrs. of Am., 2006 Del. CL LEXIS 108, at •43 Quly 30, 2004) (7.1 percent}; Andaloro v. PFPC
Worldwide, 2005 Del Ch. LEXIS 125, at -SI (7.0 percent); Del. Open MRI, 898 A.2d at 339
(Del Ch. 2006) (experts used 7.2 pment and 7.0 percent, respectively).

23. Sl;umnon P. Pratt, V11lum Should Lower Equity Risk Premium Component of Discount
'Rllll, Bus. VAI.VADON UPDATE 1, 6 (Nov. 2003),
24. Robert G. .Ibbotson 4r Peng Oien, 1.Ang-Rim Stock &turns: Partlclptltlng In tM Bal

F.crmomy, 59 FIN. Atu.J.Y!ml J. 88, 9' {2000).
25. Pratt, iupra note 23, at 1. Pratt urged analyata who still used an BRP of 7 percent
to Himmec:liately make a downwanl adjustment to 1'eflect recent reeearch results.: Id. at 6.
26. He became <JwlClel1or in 2011 and Chief Justice of lhe Delaware Supreme Court in
2013. Dedslans cited in this chapter uee the judge's title at the time of lhe dedslon.
27. Union m. 1995 Inv. Ltd. P'ehlp v. Union Fin. Group, Ltd., 847 A.2d 340, 363 (Del
Ch. 2004).
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ff.still under significant academic debate" it cannot satisfy the standard
that 11. valuation methodology be .,generally considered acceptable jn
the finmcial community," as required by Wtinberger 'O. UOP.
The mere fad that it is new does not mm this research unreliable
or outside of the Wrinberger standard. A vitluati.on such as this is built
an assumptions that will always be under debate or attack in the academic community.2.'1
·

His decision rejected the ERP based on the Histo:ci.c ERP data published in
the Ibbotson SBBI Valuation Yarbook md accepted the lower cost of equity capital
obtained from applying the F-F three-factor model.29 The cost of equity capital
obtained from applying the F-F t:hree-factm model was also used in a 2006 decision that gave equal weight to both the F-F estimate and the Historic HRP.51
Vice Chancellor Strine centered on the debate over how to calculate ERP
in his important 2010 Global GT decision.SI He sided with the petitio.nem ilDd.
reiected a 7.1 percent ERP based on SBBI hist.oricll data. Instead, he accepted an
ERP of 6.0 percent, balring his decision on the petitioner's expert's teaching experienc:e, the relevant academic and empirical literature, and the supply-side ERP
repw ted in the 200'7 Ibbotson SBBI Valuation Yt111book.3'l
The Vice Chmaillor pointed out that the petitioners had substantial Bupport
in the profesaional and academic valuation literature for arguing that the continued use of the simple Historic ERP is unjustifiable and that there are "penuasive
reasons [that] support a lower forward-looking real return cm equity tiuui the
return found in the historical data.H'Sj
Aclawwledging that Hthe debate is not nearly so star~" he remarlced that
Hle]ach technique depends to a certain extent on taking some combination of
past data and using it to predict a necessarily uncertain future. •M He noted that
the petitioner's expert had relied upon the fact that
Ibbotson and his ro-ttuthors have themBelves developed an .i~
tive model to forecast the 1.ong--tenn expected equity return because of
their view that the historic approach wrongly usum.ee that the rela:
tionahip between stocks and bonds observed in the past would remain
stable inlo the future . .. . The supply side estimate that lbbotlon ~
Jishes uses the Ibbotson histoJical sample from 1926 to the present, but

28. MedPointe Healthrare, ~Del Ct. LEXIS 12'. at •69-10.
2.9. ld. at •12.
30. In tt PNB HDltllng Co. S'ho14m Litig., 2:006 Del Ct. LEXIS 158, at "114 (Aug. 18,
2006).
31. Globlll GT LP v. Golden Thlec:om. Inc., 993 A2d '97 (Del. Ch. 2010); •Jf4, 11 A3d
214 (Del. 2010).
32. GlaMJ GT, m A.2d at 514.
S3. Jsl. &t 516 n.114 (dffng }emny J. Step!. l't:r6P«tiDrB Oil ti#! ~ Risk PMrmms, 61
FiN. A!w.nu J. 61, '10 (2005)).
34. Id. at 514..
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estimates which components of the equity risk premium lll'e driven
by the price-to-earnings ratio of a stock, and which components are
driven by expected eammp growth. The supply side rate assumes that
actual retutns to equity will track real earnings growfh. not the growth
reflected in the price-to-earnings ratio.SS
Vice Chancellor Strine went on to Btate that the surveys dted by the petitioners' expert suggested that current academic thinking would put the ERP closer
to 6.0 percent than to 7.1 percent. He commented:
(T]o cling to the Ibbotson Historic ERP blindly gives undue weight to
lbbotson's use of a single data set. 1926 ... has no magic as a starting
point for estimating long--tmn equity retums... . Mery well-respected
scholars have made estimates in peer-reviewed studies of long-term
equity retums for periods much longer than Ibbotson, and have come
IO an estimate of the BRP that is doser to the 811P,PlY side rate Ibbotson
himself naw publishes as a reliable ERP for wie in a DCF valuation.
For example, Professor Jeremy Siegel has examined the period from
1802 to 2004: and come up with an ERP of 5.36%. Likewise, Professors
Eugene Fama and Kenneth French considered the period from 18?2 to
2000, and calculated an average ERP of 5.57%.36

Additionally, the Vice Oumceilor stated that "the literature also suggests
that the ERP far companies operating in foreign mukets [such as Golden GT] is,
if anything, lower than the Historic ERP for a domestic company.""
Defennining the cost of equity continuee to cauae major disagreement
among valuation experts. Vice Chancellor Strine recognized thia controvemy
when he carefully set out JUs. reasons for no longer following an approachHistmic ERP-that "ha[d] met with the approval of this court on prior
occasions. "311 Elaborating, he said:
lbbotson's reuo.lling comports with the strong weight of prof!ssional
and academic thinlcing, which is accurately represented by [the petitioner's] view t11at the most responsible estimate of ERP is closer to
6.0% than 7.1%. . . . [W]hen the relevant professianal community has
mined additional data and pondered the reliability of put piactice and
come, by a healthy weight of reasoned ~ to believe that a different practice should become the norm,, this court's duty is to recognize that practice if, in the court's lay estimate, the practice is the most
35. Id. at 515.
36. ld. at 516 (c::lttng .Midulel Devaney, Will Fubm E:ifuity .RUik Prrmium 'Decline?, 21
J. FIN. P~ 43, 41 (2008); Siegel. Bll1"rl note 33, •t 63; Eugene R Pama & Kenneth R.
French.. Tll4 f.quity PmniJlm, 51 J. FIN. 637, 638 (2002)).
37. Global GT, 993 A2d at 517.
38. lll.

Cost of Caplral ~ Appralsal and .Fatness Cases
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:reliable available for use in an appraisal. In reaching this conclusion,
I give heaviest weight to the published literature, but also find the
admittedly squishier academic survey data supportive. Although that
data is far from pelfect, it does reveal that the weight of academic
thinking at our nation's finest finance depertmeq.ts places the ERP
much nearer to Ithe petitioner's expert]'s estimates than [the respondent's]. For ail these reasons, I adopt petitioner's ERP of 6.0%:" ·
The supply-eide equity risk premium was subsequently adopted by the
court in three d.eciaions in 2012 and 2013. In Just Care, Vice Chancellor Donald
F. Par80IIS, Jr. wrote. "'I find that the supply side equity risk premium of 5.:73%
is the appropria~ metric to be applied in valuing the Company."'0 In Orchard
Enterpn.s, Oumcellor Strine amcluded:
Like the :reapondent in ]usl Care, Orchard has not provided me with
a peuuasive reason to revisit the supply-side versus historical equity
risk premium debate. I theiefore filld that the Ibbotson Yearbook's
supply-side equity risk premium of 5.2% is an appropriate metric to be
applied in valuing Orchard lD'lder the CAPM.11

a

Parsans reiterated in 2013, "Selection of supply-side equity risk premium js
oonsistent with prior decisions by this Court. " 12
Although coming to the co:ndusicm that, in this callt!, there wu l!IOlid academic and professional thinking supporting the supply-side approach to determining the ERP, Strine fully zealized that any estimate of ERP remains just an
e&timate based on uncertainty. He appropriately leaves to the valuation profeesion the final respDI18ibility for resolving the deba1e: '"[T]h.e relevant academic
and professional amununity and not this court should develop the accepted

approach.""

Cost of Debt
[n an appraisal, the acquirer's cost of debt is not ntlevmt because the entity being
valued i1!i the company as it existed prior to the transaction. Thus, the appropriate co5t of debt for determining cost of capital is the company's borrowing cost
before it was acquired" or cm an interest rate based an the credit rating implied

39. Id. at 517-18.
40. /"81 Cm, Inc., 2012 Del. Q\. LBXJS 91. at •40.
41.. In R! Orchard Entaprises, h., 2012 Del. Ch. UOOS 165, at "7.l Ouly 18, 20U); ttJf4..
42. Merion Capital v. 3M Cogent, 2013 Del Ch. LIDOS 172. at •M n.155.
43. GlolMd GT, 993 A2d at 511.
44. See, e.g., Hintmann v. Fred Weber, Inc., 1998Del. Ch LEX1S26, at •17(Feb.17,1998);
Jn re Emerging Commc'ns, Inc. S'holders Lltig., 200f 0eJ. Ch. LEXIS 70, at *61 (May 3, 20~;
MedPointe Healthcare, 2004 Del. Ch. LEXIS 124, at •.n, •53; In re U.S. Cellular Operating Co.,
2005 Del. Ch. LEXIS l, at -iiO (fan. 6. 20().;).
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by the company's finaru:ial condition and size.'5 A recent decision based the aist
of debt on estimates made by the company's financial adviaor and by a third
party at the time of the transaction rather than an the lower cost of a prospective

secured bmrowing.•
The Chancery Court's 2003 use of the acquirer's cost of debt in Ttdmimlor
is not, in fact, an exception to the general rule that ignorai the acquirer'a cost of
debt. The Supreme Court had directed the Chancellor to appraise Technicolor
based on the llctfUinr's business plan because the acquirer had begun implementing its changes to Technicolor a~r it had taken control through a 1982 tender
offer llild prior to the 198.3 squeeze-out merger.41 Because the entity being valued
was Technicolor under the new bumness plan, which became operative afttr the
tender offer (but before the aqueeze-out merger), not the old busineu plan prim
to the tender offer, the Oumcellor ruled that it was not appropriate to use Technicolor's pre-tender offer bmrowing ccst. He decided that for purposes of the
appraisal, the cost of debt applicable to Technicolor's pre-acquisition debt was
the interest rate being paid an the tiCquim's debt."
When the Court of Oum~ computes a company's WACC, it normally taxeffects the CXlSt of debt based on the company's marginal corporate tax rate.• The
procedure far subchapter 5 corporations, which do not pay entity level federal
income taxes, differs: in one situation where the court appraised a subchapter
S cOipOration in 1991, it did not tax-effect the cost of debt50 The Court of Chancery took the same position in a 1992 valuation case.51 However, it is unlikely
to take the same position in the future; in a 2006 case valuing a debt-free subchapter S Corporation. the court tax-dected earnings based on taxes payable by

sharehold.em.Sl

Por a company that could deduct only a portion of its debt for U.S. taxes, a
federal district court prorated the tax effect:
[D]ebt ia not as valuable to Steiner as to other companies, due to the
fact that only 62% of its interest expense functions as a shield ...

45. Albert 'Ikostel 4\ Sons Co. v. Notz. 2010 U.S. DJst. IJOOS l<M1'J8, at •40-41 {E.D. Wia.
Sept. 2.8, 2010); offd, 619 F.3d 627 (?th Cir. 2012).
46. Just Om, 2012 Del. Ch. LlOOS 91, at "50-61.
41. Cede It Co. v. Technico~ Inc., 68' A.2d 289, 300 (Del 1996). The ~y being
~ wu not Thclmicolor u it exi.eted at the time of the tender o&r, but u it exiated at
the time of~ squeeze-out merger under ifs new managemmt, but excluding the acquisttion debl
48. Cede v. Tec:h:nicoJor, 2003 Del. Ch. LEXIS 146, at •t1'1-?8.
49. Ste. e.g.. Ill. at •173 ("U~ the 46% tax rate agreed upon by both experts, the i:eeulth'lg after-tax cost of debt is 7.54%. ').
SO. In re Radiology Assocs., Inc. Utig., 6U A2d 485, 492 (Del. Ch. 1991).
51. MacLane Gas Co. Ltd. v. ENerch Corp., 1992 Del Cli. LEXIS 260, at -st-52.
(Dec. 9, 1992).
52. Del. Open MRI. 898 A.2d at 330 (Del. Ch. 2006).
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At least 62% of interest expense would eerve as a tax shield. so debt
should have some value to Steiner.s
• • It

No one [who testified] attempted to show that. although Steiner
does have limited deductibility of its Interest expense, it is some percentage other than 62%. Thus we find that, in effect, Steiner can 'o nly
deduct 62% of its interest expense. The WACC formula must consequently be adjusted by multiplying Steiner's tax rate of 43% by 62%
before inserting it into the WACC form.ula.st
When the Court of Oumcery was faced with the issue of how to tax-effect the
coat of debt of a company with net operating tax-loes carryforwards ("NOLsu), it
applied a 40 percent rate to an 8 percent cost of debt, reasoning:

NOLs are to be calculated. after applying the Code's other deductions,
and any deductions for intereBt paymen1s would allow the Company
to save its NOLs for subsequent years. Based on the foregoing, the
Court will apply a 4.8% after-tax cost of debt55

Capital Structure

Once the cost of debt is d.etermmed, the

court must determine the amount of
debt to which it applies. T.he amount of debt incurred in the tmnsaction leading
to the appraisal CllI1Ilot be considered part of the debt of the acquired company.•
For calculating WACC in appraisal cues, the Delaware courts consistently
favor using the company's actual capital structure at the valuation date rather
than a hypothetical capital structure based on industry norms."' As stated
in 1998:

[The respondent's expert] weighted FWI's cost of debt and equity
in acoordance with FWJ's actual capital structure on the date of the
mergei. 98% equity and 2% debt. As with all other areas of buBine&B
Vllluat:ion, this Court pie.fen; to use a company's actual infonnatian
53. Steiner v. Bmninghoff, 5 P. Supp. 2d at 1126 (D. Nev.1996).
54. llf. at 1135.
55. Gholl v. eMac:hines, 2004 Del. Ch LEXIS 171, at •49.
56.. Cede v. 'Ifclm:im]or, 2003 Del. Cl. LEXIS 146, at •169 ("The [amount of) debt used
to a~ the campmycannot be 6gmed Into the calculation when determining 'IeclmtcDJ:..

or'a ~debt.").

.
57. See, e.g., Radiology Assocs., 611 A.2d at 493; MedPointe Healthcare, 2004 Del. Ch.
~LEXIS 124, at "'67 ("While [petitioner's expert] may well be correct [that] an 80/20 capital
•S!mcture would be typical for a company of this nature, Carter-Wallace's tradldonal Pel'·S1on to debt could be expected to continue.").
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when posaible, unless it is shDWn that the actual information would

yield unreliable resuJts.51
In the 2014 Besco case, the court noted, "The Company's actual capital structure at the time o£ the Merger consisted of no debt, but the parties Elgfte that u
a going rozw:em the Company would be expected to take on a. certain amount of
debt. N The Vice Chancellor selected the Jess leveraged assumption. '9
Jn 2005, the court re}ected a debt-f:ree target capital structure that the defendant's expert based on similar companies when the company being appl'Bised
actually had a leveraged structure, but it did not accept the plaintiff's expert's
assumption that the control shareholder would have rolled over the leveraged
subsidimy'a existing debt perpetually.
·
The minority stockholders had no right to benefit from PFPC's access
to preferred financing from [the parent] and tben tum around and
demand that [the parent] not receive a full repayment of principal and
interest.1111
The Vice Oumcell.or asswned repayment of debt at maturity and disccnmted the
debt to preaent value at a 13.5 pen'ellt equity ccst of capital.'1
Jn 2012, the court explained:

As a going coru:em, Just Care historically operated with a capital structure compr.iBed of both preferred and cmnmon equity, as well a& some
debt. The Company paid off all of its debt, however, as a condition of
the Merger Agreement. Moreover, in connection with the merger, all of
Just Care's prefeITed stock was converted to comm.on equif¥.

•••
Therefore, l find that the cmrect capital structure for an appraisal
of Just Care ii the theoretical capital structure it would have maintained as a going conc:em. Because {the petitioner's expert's] estimation of a capital structure as includlng 5% debt, 35% preferred stock,
and 60% common equity more reasonably reflects the capital structure
the Company Would have had a& a going concern. I adopt (his] capital
structure for pmposes of this appraisal62

58. Hintmann v. Fred Weber, 1998 Del. Cl. LEXIS 2.6, at 918.
59. Laidler v. Heeco BestUm. 201' Del. Cl\. LEXIS 75, at •49-S().
(J(). AndalOlo v. PFPC Worldwide, 2005 Del Cl\. LEX19 125, at •54.
61. Id. at •ss.
62. /ut ~. 2012 Del Ch. LEXIS 91, at~-
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However, the Vice Chancellor pointed out that the prefeued stock wu a common stock equivalent.63
A Vermont court accepted the assumption that, based an past practice, a
company would continue to finance it& capital expenditures with debt
(The company's] expert. :in aniving at projected cash flow, did not
take mto conside-ation debt financing of future equipment; rather, he
assumed that all equipment would be purchased with cash. The Dissenters' expert, Mr. Gallagher, disagreed and assumed that debt would
be ueed to finance future equipment pun:haaes.
.. It.

Th.e Court finds that the Dissent:em' position on this issue is more
credible based upon the evidence. Debt had been used historlcally and
members of the corporation had indialted their lntent to do so in the
future. To completely reject this consideration in determining projected
cash fl.ow would be to ignore a pattern of behavior and the expressed
intentimul of management."
Jn contrast, a U.S. District Court judge applying Nevada appraisal law did
not accept the company's actual capital strUcture:

[W)e ue not precluded bom using the industry average, as Steiner
contends, becaUBe the existing Steiner management has "no pl11I18"' to
change the capital structure.
. . . [W]hile asswning that the particulat capital structure envisioned
by a specific investor w:ill be implemented after the merger would not
be appropriate, considering changes that market actors would assume
on average in placing a rational value on the company would. Using
Steiner's actual debt to equity ratio, whkh has been established as a
result of the particu1ar needs and des:irea of the Steiner family, would
be as improper as using the specific capital atructure of any other particular investm. . .. The marlcet place5 a value on how it expects a company to perform in the future. And over time, market participants will
expect a company to 1JlOVe to its optiznal position in terms of variables
like debt structwe. .. .
rrJhe 20%/80% ratio used by [the plaintiff] is not the actual industry average. Rather, it is Bignilicantly lower. . .. The marlcet would thus
expect a capital structure for Steiner to incorporate more than 4% debt.

63. 14. at "36.
64. In rv Shan!s oi Madden. 2005 Vt. Supec. lBXJS 112.. at "32-33 (May 16, 2005).
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although not as much as the actual industry average.

Therefore. we

will use the 20%/80% ratio.65
Although Delaware ordinarily uses the company's own capital st:ru.cture in
appraisal cases, jt did look at optimal capital structure in a 1994 entire fa1mess
cue. In that cue, the cO\n't conaidered acquisition value, gave weight to what a
potential acquirer might pay, and accepted a WACC that waa computed uaing
"'an 'optimal' debt/equity Btructure.#66
Although the amount of debt is normally deteanlnable from a company's
financial records, the value of the equity is not in the finandal records but is
indeed the very basis of any valuation case. This problem of indeterminate
equity has rarely been discussed in Delaware decisions, and it appears that
experts have used either the book value o£ equity or the transaction price to
determine the debt/equity ratio. However, a 2004 decision does examine the
iBsue of circularity in d.etemrlning the equity portion of capital structure:
The di££iculty is both that [the defendanrs expert's] assumed $10.38 per
share "enterprise value" and [the plalntiffs expert's] assumed $41.16 per
share "enterprise value,. are identical to the ultimate "fair value" that
each expert determined for BOvl [Emerging Communications, Inc.].
Those values exemplify the ultimate drcularity inherent in WACC. .. .
[T}he Court is unable to adopt the "enterprise value" assumed by
either expert with any degree of ~deru:e•
. . . [T]he only 9eOSJ.Dle way (in the Court's view) to avoid the circularity in this case is to use an enterprise valuation of BCM that is
not litigation-driven. On this recmd, the only such valuation ia the
$27.84 per share value . . . that tlie R.TFC [Rural Telephone Finance
Cooperative} dete.nnined and actually used for purposes of .financing
the Privati7.atian. Having no better or more :reliable information,. the
Court adopts that value for purposes of determining the percentage of
ECM'e capital structure represented by long term debt and by equity
on the merger date."
Interestingly, no decision discusses the fact that the cost of equity capital
itself is a function of the capital structure. For any given company, the cost of
equity will be lower with an unleveraged structure and greater if it is highly
leveraged.68
65. Stemerv. Bemtinghoff,5 R Supp. 2d at 1125-26 (D. Nev. 1998).
66. Wacht v. Cant'l Hosts, Ltd., 1~ Del. Ch. LEXIS 171, at •17 (Sept 16, 1994).
61. Emerging Comtnc'ns, 2004 Del. Ch. LEXIS 70, at *67-68. The issue of circularity
was subsequently adc:huaed in relation to the size premium in In re Sunbelt Beverage Corp.
Shareholder Lit:ig., 2010 Del Ch. LEX1S 1 (Jan. 5. 2010) (discussed in the "Size Premium"
section below).
68. Su diacusslm in °'8pter 6 and S&NlmN P. hAn' & ROGU J. GSABOWSJCI, COST
OF CAPrrAL: .APnlCA'J'IO)B AND BJtAMJ'LB$ ch. 12, (5th ed. 2D14) for a discussion on the w..
tionship ~~ le~erage and the coet of e~ ..
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Beta
The Court of Chancery accepts the concept that the ERP must be adjusted for
an appropriate beta when estimating the cost of equity capilal using CAPM.
When shares of a company being valued are publicly traded in an active market, customary practice is to deter.mine beta by reference tO the company's
own market prices. However, ii a company is private or if it is thinly traded.,
the rourt will look at the betas of guideline publicly traded companies." The
court w:rol'e .in 1998 that using "the median beta of comparable companies . . .
is the customary method of determining a beta far a privately held company.""°
The period during which beta is determined should exclude dates on
which the market was influenced by the transaction that led to the appraisal.
In his 1990 Technicolor decision,. Chancellor William T. Allen rejected a beta of
1.7 based on the company's market prices in a period that included the tender
offer through which control was purchased and instead adopted a beta of 1.27,
based on Technicolor's pre.f:e.nder market prices.:n. However, on remand of this
case 13 years later, Chancellor Chandler adopted a beta of 1.6 based an the single month preceding the squeeze.out merger, reasoning that the beta for earlier
periods re.fleeted prior management's businees plan which the Supreme Court
had ruled was not applicable under the fads of the case.n
rn general, the court has preferred beta estimates based on longer look-back
periods:
(The petitioner's expert] calculated a beta of .62 based on a period
beginning six months aftex JR Cigar's JPO. [The respondent's expert]
calculated. a beta of .67 based on a period. beginning a week after the
JPO. Neither period is presumptively valid. A longer period of time .•.
is generally preferred. A five-year period, longer than the period used
by either expert, is the most common.79

A 2005 decision gave equal weight to two-year betas and five-year betas of
guideline companies. For both periods, it gave greater weight to betas of companies deemed to be more comparable.7' However, a 2013 decision accepted. a
one-year beta and rejected a two-year beta, accepting the explanation by the
petitianezs' expert that he "chose a 1-ye.ar.eampJe period to avoid the 'significant
69. Gotham Partners, L.P. v. Hallwood Realty Partnen, LP., 855 .A.2d 1059, 1077 (Del.
Ch. 2003) ("Given what Gotham itself contends was an 'inefficient' market in the ParbteJ:I.
ship's units ... , the judgment that the Partnership's published. beta was out of line strikes
me as reasonable.").
70. Hintmann v.Fred Weber, 1998 Del. Ch. LEXIS26,at•l4.
71. Cede v. Technicolor, 1990 Del. Ch. LIDOS 259, at "96-9'7.
72. Cede v. Technicolor, 2003 Del. Ch. LEXlS 146, at ..174. Using this·very short period
for determining beta was unique to the facts and judiciaJ history of this protracted litigation.
C 73. JRC Acquisition Corp., 2004 Del. Ch. LEXIS 12, at *39 n.94 (citing PRAlT, CosT OF
APITAL: ESTH>1ATIONS AND APPLICATIONS 82 (2d ed. 2002)).
74. Andaloro v. PFPC Worldwide, 2005DelCh.LEXIS125, at•S?-60.
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noise associated with movements in the market due to ~ impact of the Globe!
Fmancial Crisis through the period late 2007 through early 2009.'""
·
The use of a upredictive beta" from Barra was rejected by Vu:e Chancellor
Strine in 2010. He observed, HNo neutral academic support for the predictive
power of the Barra beta has yet been publiahed."" The Vice Chan<:ellor explained
his reservations about the Barra model:
[T]he Barra forecasting model is proprietary, and cannot be reverseengineered. 1he Barra predictive beta, which is a forecast of a stock's
future looking beta using past data, iB based on a thirteen-factor model.
but the weight given to each of the factors is not tJublicly available.
In fact, Barra has used three different versions of its model without
explaining why or what changes have been ma~, and it is not apparent whether Barra retroactively updaletl its past beta calculations....
The only thing [the petitioner's expert] knows about the model is that
it lists certain valuation-relevant factors, including fac:tol8 relevant to
the historical beta such as volatility, leverage, and trading activity, and
throws them in a stew pot in undisclosed proportions to come up with

an outcome..,,
However, he added:
I wish to emphasize that J do npt reject the Barra beta for use in later
cases• .. . If the Bazra beta is to be used in appraisal proceedings, a
more detailed and objective record of how the Barra beta works and

why it is superior to other betas must first be presented.711
The court's view as to whether to use "raw beta" (calculated from observed
retums over a look-back perlod) or "adjusled beta" (mw beta averaged with
either the market beta of 1.0 or the industry beta) is unsettled. In 1998 Vice Chancellor Myron T. Steele" stated that he had not heard testimony that explained to
his satisfaction the reasons why raw beta should be adjusted, and wrote:
Based on the :remaining evidence in the record.. I amclude that "'raw"
beta should be used to calculate the discount rate. Although "adjusted"
beta may be appropriately used in ful'Ure cases when mpported by
a ~rd subject to the crua"ble of cross-examination, I find that peti-

75.
16.
'17.
18.
'19.

Merion Capital v. 3M Cogent. 2013 Del Ch. LEXlS 112,. at '!W.
Global Gr, 993 A.2d at 520.
ld.
14. at 521.
Chief'J1.1Stice of the Delaware Supreme Court from 2004 to 2013.
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tioner did not meet his burden to prove why "adjusted" beta should be
med in this case.80
Six years later, however, Chmcellor Chandler questioned the use of a raw
beta and instead utilized an adjusted beta:

Petitionez suggests that [the company's] raw beta is .more appropriate than the adjusted beta. Petitioner's own expert did not use the raw
beta, probably because doing so is inaccurate. Betas based an observed
historical data are more representative of future expectations when

they are adjusted.81
In a recent case that accepted adjusted beta, the experts ·disagreed as to
whether an adjustment for substant:W excess cash should be applied to raw beta
or adjusted beta. Tl1e court cited Pratt and Qabowski and applied the adjustment to raw beta.112
In 2010 Vice Chancellor Strine did not accept a BloOJ!lberg adjusted beta for
a non-U.S. business, commenting that "no reliable literature o.r evidence was
presented to show that the beta of a telecom company like Golden, which operates in 1 risky market [RU55ia], will revert to 1.0."11.1 Instead, he looked at ind~
try bete:
.
According to the lbbo180n telecom (SIC 4813) beta, which gives the beta
values for approximately 50 telecom companies that are traded in the
United States including Golden, the median industry beta as of December 2007 was 1.45, and the SIC composite beta was 1.24. . . . Golden
was a much larger, less levered company than the median compmy an
the IbbotBon SIC 4815 list and, therefore, the composite beta of 1.24 is
more appropriate ttum the median beta of 1.45.111

The court amduded., HJ find that a beta that gives 2/3 weight to the Bloom-

berg historic raw beta of 1.32and1/3 weight to the 1.24 industry beta is ihe best
approach to this DCP an.alyms.nm
When beta is deter.mined based on guideline companies, it is important to
consider the risks of those guideline companies relative to the subject company.
It may be appropriate to adjust the selected beta to reflect any incnmental risk

89).

80. Gilbert v. MPM Enten., 1998 Del. Cl\. I.BXIS 60, at -,.
81. ]RC Acquisition, 2004 Del. <ll. LEXIS 12, at •39 n.96 (citing PRATI', npra note 73, at
82. Merion Capital v. 3M Cogent, 2013 Del. Ch. LEXIS 172, at •ss (citing PM.n &
(4th ed. 2010)).
IB. Glol:ul GT, 993 A.2d at 523.
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84. Id.
85. Id. at 524.
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when the court does not inco.rporate a company-specific risk premium and wnen
the subject company is smaller and more vulnerable than the guideline companies.• The Court of Chancery adopted this approach in a 1996 case:

The plainliffs' expert relied primarily upon a New York Stock
Exchange-traded company that had a beta of 2..2. • . . The plaintiff's
[sic] expert derived Cell Tech's beta of 2.0 from this ...comparable" company's beta of 2.2, thereby suggesting that Cell Teth involved lower
risk than did the "comparableH company. The comparison is factua.Ily

unsupported.111
The defendants calculated a discoimt rate of 26.5% using the
CAPM The defendants' expert explained that on the ba~ of his exp~
rleru:e, he considers 30% to be more appropriate, given the risks associated with Cell Tech.11
I recogrV.e that the d.efendanlB' 30% discount rate is unusually
high, but the record demonstrates that Cell Tech. at the time of the
Merger, was an unusually risky investment.... Accordingly, I adopt
30% as the appropriate disanmt rate."

In another cue, the court rejected a raw beta calculated. from observed
retum data over a look-back period of 0.63 for thinly traded limited partnership
unita and accepted the defendant's expert's beta of 3.35.• The court then ruled
that the 3.S5 beta subsumed other adjµstment& to the a>St of equity:
What I believe unreasonable, though, is compounding that substantial adjustment to beta baaed an firm specific: characteristica of the
Partnelllhip--with the further addition of small company and specific
company adjustments. Although such adjustments have been aa:epted
in certam decisions of this court involving different circumstances, I
.6.nd them to be inappropriate here. The adjustment to beta alone wu
sufficient to accOIU\t adequa~y for thoae factors.91

When appraising minority shares in four small cellular phone companies
that were more than 90 percent owned by an AT&T subsidiary, the Court of
Oumcery used the beta estimated for ATatT from its obeerved return data over
a look-back period because the companies were part of the larger entity. Consistent with this view, the oourt rejected a size premium and applied AT&crs
capital structure to calculate WACC.m
86. See, e.g., Gilbert E. Mat.thewa, Bm'1'S and OmltJsionB in DCF OilculllHons: A Crltbfus of
De-llRDarr's Dr 'Pqlper' .A(Jpndsal, Bos. VALUATION UJ>D.U'B 9 (Oct. 200'7).
87. Ryan v. Tad's Enters., 709 A.2.d at 703 {Del Ch. 1996).
88. '/4. at 703 n.26.
89. Id. at 704.
90. Gotham Partners v. Hallwood Realty, 855 A.2.d at 1077 (Del Ch. 20m).
91. lJ1..
92. KXIT.T Mobility Wimess, 2013 Del Ch. LEXIS 201, at "1.CHl.

lndu1try Risk Premium
In corporate valuation cases, courts have rarely discussed the concept of adjusting the cost of equHy by applying an industry risk premium and have only used
it when applying the build-up method. The only extensive discussion was in a
decision by Vice Chancellor Strine that treated a negative industry risk premium
as a proxy for a private company's beta:
More important, I regard [the plaintiffs expert's) consideration of the
lower :industry .risk for companies like Delaware [Open MRI] Radiology to be a fair proxy for beta :in a drcumStance when beta cannot
be measured directly. Under the CAPM, the equity rlllk premium is
not Wied in isolation to estimate the sllbject company's cost of capita.L. Rather the equity risk premium is adjusted by an estimate of the
systematic risk of the subject company reflected by its actual or estlmated beta. The industry return data that Ethe plalntiffs expert] uses
ism acceptable substitute for that adjustment :in this situa1ion when a
beta cannot be estimated. [The plaintiff's expert] testified that the negative :risk premium he employed WIS conmstent with market retum data
from Ibbotson's indicating that investments in a health care industry
business present less market risk than average.99
In Hrsco the oourt applied an industry risk premium based on the SIC rode
deemed to be most relevant, rejecting a premium based on an average of three
SIC codes.91 Jn this case, the industry risk premium published in the Ilibotson
SBBI V11luation Yearbook was positive, thus inaeuing WACC.95

Size Premium
Courts have often considered the application of a size premium in calculating
the cost of equity. A small company premium was first (small company) applied
Delaware to a cost of equity calculation in a 1991 decision.il6
In 1999, the Court of Chancery wrote, "'This Court has traditionally recognized the existence of a small stock premium in appraisal matters."'l'I The role of
a fl!s1ilying expert is to demonstrate whether the size premium ia appropriate

m

9'3. Del Open MRI, 898 A.2d at 34C (Del. 01. 2006).
94. Laidler v. Hesco Bastian, 2014 Del. Ch. LBXIS 75, at •.f.6-.47.
95. The Jbbotaon industry risk data Is no longer being published.
96. Radiology Al&oa;., 611A2d485, 490.
W. ONTI, Inc. v. Integra Bank, 751 A2d 904, 920 {Del. Ch. 1999). See also, e.g., Hintmann v. Fred Weber, 1998 Del Ch. LEXIS 26, at •14 ("TIUs Court has accepted the addition
of small stock premia."); Del. Open MRI, 898 A.2d at 340 (["The expert's) inclusion of a small
stock premium is consistent with a good deal of acadeudc imcl practitioner thinking about
~~M."); Just Care, 2012 Del. 01. LEXIS 91, at •42 (Apr. 30, 2012) (.. [A] company'• liquidity
~ ~gh.ly correlated with its size, i.e., smaller companies tend to be less liquid. As a result,
. eir equity is riskier and investors will demand higher retums from such investmmts,
~g the cost of aapilal j.
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in a given situation and, if so, the amount of the premium.91 The court stated in
2004:
There ils finance literatu?e supporting the position that stocb of smaller
companies are riskier, than securities of large ones and, therefore, command a higher experted rate of retum in the marlcet. Our case law
also :recognizes the propriety of a small firm/small stock premium in
appropriate circumstances. The issue, therefore, is not whether a smllll
firm/small stock premium is pemtissible theoretically, but whether the
defendanm have shown that a premium of 1.7% is appropriate in thiB
particular case. The Court concludei that the defendants have made
that showing."
An Alabama appraisal case also ac~ a size premium for calculat-

ing a discount rate. 1bat court accepted the defendant's expert's testimony as
to both (i) 11. ".micro-capitalization rialc premium" of 3.5 percent because "[t]he
typical small company has a higher degree of investment risk than a similar, but
larger company" and (ii) a "company size premium" of 4.35 percent, explaining, "Since a small, closely held company is usually restricted to narrower markets than publicly-traded companies, 1111 additional small company premium is
waxran~. "100 Similarly, a Maine court rejected a 0.5 beta based on betas of companies in the aame industry becauae it was not adjusted to reflect the issuer's
small size.1m
,
The court may decide, however, that based on facts and circumstances, a
si7.e premium should not be applied:
In 1ileSe circumstances, I cannot conclude that it has been persuuively
shown that the statutory. fair value of Tedmicolor stock would more
lilcely result from the lnc:lusian of a small capitalization premium thm
from its exclusion. In this circumstance, I conclude it should not be
--=..;l - . . l llD
Cuu.zuu.c.u:u..

In a 2010 case, Clumcellor Chandler nmed another issue with regard to
determining the size premium. He termed it the "issue of circularity which
ilrises from the fact that the selection of a !rl7.e premium from the Ibbotaon SBBI
Valufltion YtRrbook where size is measured by market value of equity is a iunt'tion of the assumed value of the enterpriBe:
I ..

98. ONTI v. Integra Bink. ?51 A.2d at 921.
99. Emeqpng Commc'm, 2004 Del Cl\. L100S ?'O, at '"71..
100. bt ~ Valuation of Common Stoc:k of Penobscot Shoe Co., 2003 Me. Super. UOOS
140, at '98-100 (May 29, 2003).
101. & ,,,,,.u Baron Serva., Inc., m So. 2d 545, 5.52 (Ala. .2003).
102. Cede v. 'Il!chniaJlor, 1990 Del Ch. LBXIS 259, at "99 (Oct. 19, 1990).
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[A] discounted cash flow analysis both values the 1ri7.e of a company
(and thus points to the appropriate lbbolsan premium to use) and
relies on the appropriate :Ibbotson premium to determine the value of
the company. This process is dmtlar; which should come first, the valuation of the company or the selection of the Ibbotson risk premium71cn
He criticized the defendant's expert fur his "methodologicaily problematic"

argument:
· (He] goes as far as to say that because his selection of a 5.18% premium results in a valuation that pJaces Sunbelt in the tenth decile-the
decile with a corrapo:nding premium of 5.78%-I 9houlq take this as
evidence that the 5.18% premium is app1opriate. I cannot accept this
aseerted mathematical proof and propoeed flow of causality.10&
The court concluded that it was appropriate to w;e the weighted avemge of
the size premiums as published in the Ilibotson SBBI VlllUlltion Yt4Zrbook for the
two deciles into which the subject company's value might fall:
According to Ibbotson, the 3.47°% premiUID is a weighted balance

between the ninth-decile premium of 2.65% and the trnth-dedle premium of 5.78%. Given the uncertainty in Sunbelt's own value and
whether Sunbelt falls on the smaller or larger side of the line between
the ninth and tenth deciles, I believe it is more appropriate to select
3.47%, a small-.firm risk premium that accounts for the posm'bility that
the company is an either side of the line and that Ibbotson itself seems
to have applied to all firms within (or between) the ninth and tenth

dedles.105
The Court of Chmcery undentands that the size premium measures risk
that is not measured by beta and recognizes that the coruEptS of beta and the
small company premium are distinct
[T]he size premium is not dependent on·the beta of the firm. In ~ it
is because the beta does not capture all the systematic risk that a ~
premium is included. '*Even after adjusting for the systematic (beta)
risk of small stocks, they outpe:d'orm large stocb. ,.1..

103. Sunbelt Beverage. 2010 Del. Ch LEXIS 1. at ""41.
104. 14. at "43.

105. 14. at "44.
106. /RC~ Corp., 2004 DeL Ch. I.IDaS 12.. at "39, (quoting Pun, ntpTtl note
73, at 82).
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An additi.onal issue that the court has considered is whether to use sjze premiums baaed on data as reported in the Ibbotson SBBI Valuation Yearbook using
retum data starting in 1926 m starting at a later date. In one case, the mu:rt
weighted the historical premium data for various petiods:

Thus, it seems to me that a small stock premium exists, but just as the
difference in returns over sixty-nine yeam is much greater than that
over other, peihaps equally valid periods of time.... I think the better
approach is to weight the more recent results mare heavily than the
older ones. To accomplish that, I will take the retum& over the past
14, 28, 42.. 56, and 69 years and averaS'! them, generating a weighted
return over the past 69 yeare £or both the smallest quintile and the
entire NYSE universe of stocks. This will have the effect of weighting
the most recent period five times as much as the first period, the second Ill08t :recent period .four times as much as the earliest, and so on. I
believe this to be a more accurate method of determining the existence
and magnitude of any small stock premium.1171

The application of the size premium to foreign businesses was diecull8ed in
a 2006 Court of Chancery decision. The Vice Chancellor reviewed the academic
literature and concluded:
The general weight of the ~larshlp, in summary, seems to be that
the small-size premium might well apply in the 8BII1.e way aa in the
U.S. in more highly developed foreign markets, and would not apply
to the same extent or at aJL in newly developing markets. JOI

Company-Specific Risk Premium
A 2004 Vermont deciaion noted that both experts had used a company-specitic
premium in their CAPM calculations, and the court, selecting the lower proposed number, applied a 2 percent premium. JOt However, the Delaware Court
of Chancery has expressed slceptidam as to the use of a company-specific risk
premium in computing WACC:

The ca1culati.on of a company sped.fie risk is highly subjective and
ofta\ is justified as a way of taking into account competitive and other
facton that endanger the subjed company's ability to achieve its projected cash flows. In other words, jt iB often a back-door method of
reducing estimated cash flows rather than adjusting them directly. To
101. ONTI v. lnlegra Bank, 151 A.2d at 922. The valuation date wu in 1995, 1 0 that the
periods started in 1981, 1961, 1953, 1939, and 1.9Z6, respectively.
1oa. GeaoH v. nc Indus. Inc., 902 A.2d 1130, llfil (Del. Ch. 2006).
109. M.idot, 2005 vt. Super. LEXIS 112, at otM.

CGSt of Copiml in Apprafsal and FGmess Coses
judges, the company specific risk premium often seems like the device
expei ts employ to brl::ng their final Ie5ults mto line with their clients'
objectiveB, when other valuation inpuh fail to do the trick.110
The court has acxordingly declined to apply a company-specific rlsk premium on several occasions, stating its view that compan~c rjsk premiums cannot be included without ..Iact-besed evidence produced at trial" by
expert tst:imony fhat persuades the court to accept the adjustment.
Vice Chancellor Steele in 1998 was the f:inrt to diBcuss extensively the rejection of a company-specific risk premium. Although he did note ttuat this premium could occasionally be appropriate, he concluded, HResportd.ent has failed
to carry its burden of proving the appropriateness of adding a 3 percent cmnpany specific risk pmnium.Hlll He explained;
•

An investment .apedfi.c premium may be ~ppropri.ate to account for
risl<B not captured in the equity risk premium and the small size premium. Unlike those two premia, which are commonly detemtined by
tefetence to the published results of empirical research, a compmy sp~
cific risk premium .,remains largely a mattet of the analyst's judgment,
without a c:ommanly accepted set .of empirical support evidence.."
Thus, the .factors relied upon in assessing an investment specific premium should be carefully explained ID the Court. As with all upects
of a party's valuation for purposes of section 262, the proponent of a
oompmy specific premium beani the burden of convincing the Court
of the premium's appropriateness.112
The compan)""8pecific risk premium was re;ected again in a 2004 decision:

By adding a second incremental premium to BCM's cost of equity to
account far the risk of size, [the defendanfs expert] appears to have
performed a .mechanical exerd&e, rather than make a n~ tExtured judgment. Accordingly, the Court determines that the defendants have not established a aem"ble justification for thell incremental
"supermnall" firm. premium, aru:l cledi.neB to add that premium to the
cost-ofi.equity.113

Rejection of this premium pemsted in a 2006 caae in which the defendant's
mmpan~c risk premiums to each constituent business
of 1he subject company. The Court of Oianc:ery stated, "IO]ur courts have not

expert applied

110. Del. Open MRI, 898 A.2d at 339 (DeL Ch. 2006).
111. Hintmann v. Fred Weber, 1998 Del 01. LEXIS 26, at ll20.
V: 112.. Id.. at ~8-19 (dting SlwmON P. Plin', Ronxr F. Rm.I.~ & Roun P. SCllWBIBS,
:Al.1'JMG A BWINJm: 'ID Alw.yg5 AND AJ1nAJML 01' Q.osm;y Hm.D CoMPANDm 16' (3d
ed.1996)). Section 262 fl the section of the Delaware Colpomtton Law relating to appmlaals.
U3. Bmaglng Commc'ns, 2004. l)d. Cl\. LBXIS 70, at "'16.
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applied company-specific rlsk premia without fact based l!'Viden.ce produced at
trial on which to base that discount." 116 It then roncluded., "In this case, the COUrt
finds that the defendants did not carry their burden of proving the appropriateness of company-spedfic premia for [the parent's] constituent companies.HJlS
The court again denied a compan}""6PeCific premium in its 2010 Sun'bdt Ba>mge decision, when it reiterated the rule regarding the evidentiary burden for
accepting a company-specific risk premium. The Oumcellor said:

Defendanm offer three primary justifications for including a companyspedfic mk premium: (1) the at-will termination of supplier agreements that prevails throughout the wholesale alcdhol distribution
indumy; (2) the rompetition Sunbelt faces from spedfic players such
as Souihem Wine &c SpiritB; and (3) the level of optimism contained in
SunbelYs management projections.
I conclude that none of these justifica~ merits inclusion of a
cmnpany-epecific risk premium for Sunbelt. The first and second justifications clearly reJate to the industry as a whole, rather than spedfiailly to SanbeJ.t.ll6
Defendant& thus have failed. to meet their evide:ntiary burden to
demonstrate to me that it was riskier for Sunbelt to rely on its specific
management projectiolls than it is for all companies to rely an management projections.•.. I do not believe a company should be able to
manufacture jµatification for a company-specific :rlsk premium (and all
the quantitative uncertainly accompanied thermth) simply by adjusting its management projectionB such that there is a heightened risk in
relying on thoae projections, no matter how unique that risk-thirsty
practice may be to the company.117
The court further stated, "It is important for any proposed companyspecific risX premium to be based on a specific firumd.a.1 analysis, so that the
Court can verity both the propriety of including the risk premium and the
appropriate level of the premium."111 This explicit inatruction regarding
the IleCl!56ity for both factual evidence and sped.fie flnancia1 analy&is is a warning to any expert that without theae two ee&entials, the court is unlikely to accept
a company-specific risk premium.

114,. Gesoff v. nc Indus., 902. A.2d at 1158.
115. Id.

116. Sunbell IJermrige, 2010 Del. Ch. LEXIS 1, at "47.
117. Id. at "49-50.
118. Id. at-SO.

Cort of Capiral in A#Jpraisal and Fmnra Cases

~1

The Orchard EnttrprisffB decision m 2012 stated:
A rompany-specific risk premium is not an addition to the CAPM that
is accepted by cmporate finance scholars, but is L!lometimes added to
the discoW\t rate by practitianers valuing a company to reflect that the
company has risk factors that they believe have not already been· captured by the equity risk premium as modified by beta and (if applicable) the small company me premium.m
The court rejected the company-specific discount and found that the expert
had used it to double-count a risk he had included in his weighting of alternative projecdons.m
It should be noied,. however, that the arurt accepted a a:Dnpany-spedfic risk
premium in a 1999 decision in which Chancellm Chandler reviewed the prior
11tatus of thiB adjustment in Delaware. He .found ~t "the party seeking to add
the premium," who bore ,_the burden of showing that the premium [was] appropriirte," had 'only partly met that bw-den.''121 Noting that no beta had been calculated by the experts, he explained. w1 IUD willing to accept that the addition of
a company-specific premium is appropiiate in the 11bsen~ of 'btta."m He reviewed
the 6ix factors that the respondent's expert listed in support of the premi~ and
concluded that since the expert's valuation "does not state how much impact
an the company specific premium each of these factors bu, I will estimate that
they are approximately equal; therefore, because I hllVt! eliminared haJf of them,
I reduce [the defendants' 3.4%] company specific risk premium by an equal
amount, to 1.7"o."123
The 2014 Htsco decision adopted a 3 percent compmy-epecif:ic risk premium
that had been used by both parties' experts. The Vice Clwu:ellor obaerved "'that
the Company was about to loee the benefit of a license and patent covering its
&Ole product; and that the sales of that product, in part, are drlven by natural
disllStel'B, the frequency of which are of dubious predktability."1•
Indeed, a 1994 Delaware decision in a t.imess case had aiticized the plaintiff's expert far not usmg a company-spedfi.c prem:ium. 129 The comt rejected certain
factors that defendant's expert considered :in support of a 5 percent companyapec:i.fic p~ accepted other factors, llild ruled that Han apptopriate premium
is 3 percent based an the other factors considered by {the defendant's expert] in
1

119. Orc:hard Enterprises, 2012 Del Ch. LBXIS 165, at "13.
120. Id.at~.
121. ON'11 v. lntegnt Bank. 751 A2d 904. 920.
122.. Id. (empham added). The c:haru::ellor noted that in Gflbtlt u MPM E.nttrprisa.,
1998 Del. Ch. LBX1S 60, that "Vice Olana:1lol Stieele applled •.. a beta ... with the beta
Perhaps acting as a surrogate company spec:ific risk premium." Id.
123. ltl.
12A. Lamm v. Hesco Bastion. 2014 Del. Ch. LBXJS 75, at "1-.2.
125. Wacht v. Cont'l HD618, 199' Del. Ch. LIDC1S 171, at •13.
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d.etemrlning the target ra1:e of return. such as pending litigation ... and the corn~
petiti.ve envhmunent: in which Continental operated. 111•
On balance, the reluctance of the courtB to accept company-spedfic p:ren:U.ums in a CAPM determination means that the expert who includes thia premium in his qtlcu],ation of WACC may expect a strong challenge on the stand.
However, as discussed previously md in the following section, the companyspedfic risk premium is acceptable in the build-up method.

Build·Up Method
Most expert testimony in Delaware bmi Wied CAPM fur calculating cost of capital. but the court has sometimes utilized the build-up method instead. The Delaware Court of Chancery explicitly rejected the build-up method in a 1998 decision. stating that "[t]he CAPM would 8eeJll to be more useful than the 'build up'
method because it offers more oomplete information."'m It has, however, been
accepted in later decisions,1211 and in Delaware Opm MRI in 2006, the court not
only explicitly accepted the build-up metho~ but alao provided the rationale for
doing so and also for aa.-epting a roinpany-spedBc rls.k premium in that case.
Observing that the build-up method could reluctantly be accepted a.s a substitute for CAPM, then-Vice Chancellor Strine wrote:

[N]Dt all public companies have a sufficient public float for tmding in
their sharea to provide a reliable peta for use in calculating their cost of
capila], fmcing a resort to the use of data from the industry or eo-called
comparable oompanies...•
The experts in this case have used the proxy [for CAPM] that has
found the most .favor among professional appraisers: the so-called
"build-up model." The build-up model begin& with the core factors considered by CAPM, a risk-free rate and an equity premium rate. From
there, hown'er, the build-up model begins to diverge from CAPM.
Under the build-up method. beta is not amsidered. A size premi~
used consistently with the practice of most current users of CAPM in
the appramal and valuation context, is de rigueur uruier the build-up
model Mllch more heretictil to CAPM,. however, the build-up mdhod typiailly incorpcm1fts mwy dollops of what is called "companY'"fPedfic rillc,.. the
very sort ofunsystmuitic risk thrit the CAPM believtS is not~ by the
Cllpitql 1l'JllTktls ll1Ul Bhuultl not ~ amsilklld in mkulating ll COit aJ capital.m

126. Itl. at 't21.
127. Hintmann v. Fred Weber, 1998 Del. Ch. LHXIS 26, at iti6.
128. GholJ v. eMachi.aes, 2004 Del. Ct. I.JOOS 171, at tt47, •49; Hl!nlce v. Uilithic, 2005
DeL Ch LHXIS 170, at •oM); Reis v. Haz.elett Strip-Cuting Cmp.• 28 A.3d at 475; Laidler v.
Hesro Bastion, 2014 DeL Cl\, LEXIS ?S, at "816, •4e.
129. Del. Open MRI, 698 A.2d at 338-39 (Del. Ch 2006) (emphuis added).

Jn a later case, Chancellor Strine rejected two calculations using the build-up
method and chose to use CAPM;
The build-up model is a method larded with subjectivity, and it incorporates elements that are not accepted by the mainstream of corporate
finance scholars•. ..
Rather than . . . use methods that involve great subjectivity and
lack £inn grounding mcorporate finance theory, ... I choose to deter-mine the discount rate using only the CAPM method.1311

The build-up method has seldom been diBcussed in other jw:isdictions.
However, in a Mi580Uri appraisal case in federal court, the decision discussed
both experts' use of the build-up method and applied it.m A Vermont decision
accepted a discount rate calcul11.ted using the build-up method; it aitici7.ed the
respondent's expert's CAPM calculation, pointing out that the inputs were lncon.sistent with his CAPM inputs as dissentem' expett in another Vermont case. m

Additional Points
The Delaware courts have decided two adclitiomil and unrelated points that
should be noted by valuation experts: (1) the midyear convention (discussed
in Chapter 4) i.8 acceptable, and (2) DCF valuations using CAPM should not be

adjusted. for a minority diBa:nmt.
The midyeu convention has been explicitly used in DCF calculation& in
every Delawme case where the court stated that a testifying expert had used
it. w Several other jurisdictions have aJso accepted the midyear convention. 11"
The Delaware courts recognize that 1X'.F analyses based on discount rates
derived using either CAPM (using SBBI data, for example), the F-F three-factor
modeL or the build-up method should not be adjusted for an implied .minority discount. The Court of Otanc:ery first rejected this adjustment in 1991 135 and,
except for one anomaly,* it has continued to reject adding a control premium to
l30. Orchllrd EnttrpriSf!B, 2012 Del. Ch UOOB 16.5, at "8.
131. Swope v. Siegel~Robert, Inc., 74 F. Supp. 2d at 893-98 and 905.
132. M.dden, 2005 Vt. Super. LEXIS 112, at "'33.
133. See, e.g., Hmbnann v. Fred Weber, 1998 Del. Ch LBXIS 26, at "16; PNB Holding.
2006 Del Ch. LEXIS 158, at -ia;.
134. See, e.g., Steiner v. Benninghoff, 5F. Supp.2dat1136 (0. Nev. 1998); U.S. Inspect,
Inc. v. McGreevy, 57 Va. Or. 511, 524, 2000 Va. Clr. U00S .524, at "28 (Nov. 7, 2000); Mwphy
v. U.S. Dredging Corp., 2008 N.Y. Misc. LEXIS 9900, at ot52 (N.Y. Sup. Ct., Nassau Cnty., May
19, 2008); nff'd in pnrt and rev'd in pnl'I on. other gi-01mds, 74 A.3d 815 (N.Y. App. 2010).
135. Radiology Assocs., 611 A.2d 485, 494 ("Tiie discowited cash flow method purports

t~ represent the present value of Radiology's cash flow.... The discounted cash flow analy-

sis, as employed in this case, fully reflects this vaJue without need for an adjuatment.").
136. The court added a 20 percent control premium (based on ,.control p.rem:ia pllld for
publicly-held companie9"') to a DCF v aluation in Hintmann v. Fred "Weber, 1998 Del Ch.
UOOs 26, at 1131. in contrast, the court has frequmtly added a premium to guideHne com-
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OCF valuations. A 2001 decision cited Shannon Pratt's reasoning fo:r not permit·
ting the discount

$ome ~ysts beJie!e ~t the inc~ approach always produceJ a
publicly traded minority basis of value because the Capital Asset Prk:ing Model (CAPM) and the build-up model develop cliscount llild capitalization rates fmm minority transaction data in the pub1ic market&
a very common and highly flawed conclusion. There is little or
no differmce in the nte uf rrtum thllt most invtSloTs rtquire for in'Desting in
" pu'blic, freely tTll~ minority intmst DmUs a controlling intemst.l.97
This is

Role of the Expert
Testifying experts need to be familiar both with pertinent valuaiion literature
and relevant case law regarding cost of capital and related issues. This hue of
knowledge not only will help experts assist the judgt but will also protect them
in Crose-examination.
Even when experts are well-qualified, the oourts often express skepticism as
to teatimony regarding discount rates. Vice Chancellor Strine writes:
Testimonial feuds about discount rates often have the quality of a
debate about the relative merits of competing alchemists. Once the
experts' 1ec:hniques for ooming up with their discount rates are closely
im.aly2ed, the court finds itself an intellectual position more religious
than empi:cical in nature, insofar as the court's deciBion to prefer one
position over the other is more a matter of faith than reason.

m

This citation illustrates wl;ty m expert fails to serve the judge and the client
by acting as a partisan in court Testifying experlB me most valuable when they
can inform and educate the judge to ~ and then hopefully adopt., the
rea11oning wuletlying the expert's report, testimony, and methodologies.131
Sometimn the court merely needs help in understanding technical issues.
For example, one Vice Chancellor appears to have misunderstood the definition
of the SBBI Valuation Yearbook size premium data for the me dec.iles:

pany valuations to offset a llUppOlled "implicit minarlty cliacounl" This adjumnent hll8,
however,. been qul!8tioned. by some legal and valuation a>mmentators. Stt, e.g., Lawrence
A. Hamer.mesh & Michael L. Wadr.ter, The Slmrt rm4 P~fa!I Life of the "Implicit Minarlly
lJilcountN in IJe1ta.vm Appraisal Ulw, 156 U. P.&. L R:lv. 1 (2007J; Gilbert B. Matthews, MlsMse
cfOmtrol Pmrriwns in lklflrvrm: Appnrisals, '1:l Bua. VALUATION RBV., at 107, 118 (2008).
137. Lane v. Cancer 'l\'eatment Ctra., ~ Del. Ch LEXIS 108, at -t.18, quoting SHANNON P. Purr, BUBINll88 VALOA.'110N Dmcomm1 A.ND PDMroMll 30 (2001).
138. Del. Opm MRI, 898 A2d at 338.
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[The defendant] B!lSeI'ts [in its brief] that "the Ibbotson yearbook
clearly states that the capitalization cut-off between deciles lOa and
10b is $48,345,<XXJ. That is, all companies with market capitali7.ations of
$48,345,000 or less fall within decile lOb, while companies with maliet
capitalizations greater than $48,345,000 but no greater than $84,521,000
fall within decile lOa." This is not what the Ibbotson Associates yearbook says. Rather, it maely provides 'that the largest company within
decile lOb has a JIU1Iket capitalization of $48,345,000 and the company
with the largest capitalization witmn decile lOa has a market capitalization of $84.52.1,000. There is no indication of whether a company
with a market capitalization of less than ~.345,000 may nonetheless
fall wi1:hin dec:iJe 10a or even decile 9 given certain character.istics.1111

The court's misunderstanding of deciles demonstrates the importance of
h!stimany by an expert witness to explain concepts to a judge. If an
experienced Delaware Vice Chancellor can be confused by a basic statistical concept, experts mll8t be even clearer in their testimony when testify.ing in other
jurlsdictians where judges are usually less familiar with valuation methods and
literature.
A more serious i65Ue is the oourt's COl)certl, articulated by Vice Oumcellor
Strine in Ddtrwtm MRL that the judge must operate "more [from] a matter of
faith than reason. "MD The court's apprehension ariBeti from what Strine calls the
"status of principlefl of corporate finance, nui that is, the valuation profession's
continuing but incomplete development of the academic and intellectual pinciples that underlie valuation methodologies. Jn these situations, the court does
not expect the expert to cure the 1hearetical inadequacies. What it requests .is
that experts aid the judge by, in Strine's words, "trying to come up wiih a proxy
that tabs into account cancems addressed by CAPM. "1'2 AB Strine elucidated:
articula~

Even as to public companies, there is much dispute about how ID
calculate the discount rate to use in valuing their future cuh flDwB,
even when one tries to stick as closely H posSlble to the principles
undergirding the C.apital Asaet Pricing Model and the semi-strong
form of the efficient capital markets hypothesis. Witness the serious
academic debate about whether the so-called size premium received
by investor& in amaller public companies is a durable irulicia of their
greater risk, or whether there are attributes of etoclcs with a low

139. 'Ikylor v.. Am. Speda1ty Retailing Group, Jnc., 2003 Del. Ch. LBXlS 75, at ~7 n.18
O'uly 25, 2003).
1.(0, Del. Opeia MRI, 898 A2d at 338.
141. Id.
142. Lf.
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book-to-market ratio that require the consideration of that factor in
estimating a discount ra:te. 149

In addition,, he points out that a reliable beta cannot be c.alcula1ed directly
for thinly traded public companies, S<> that valuators are forced to employ the
less desirable allemative of using guideline companies or industry data,. as discussed previously in relation to the build-up model He continues:
Situations like [Delaware Open MRI] inspire even leas ronfidenre,
when experta are required to calculate a cost of capital for a very small,
non-public company, for which neither of the aper.ts has identified
reliable public comparables. In this context the ability of the experts
or the court to hew literally to the teaching of the high church of academic corporate finance is essentially non-existent. At best, the experts
and the court can express their reverence by trying to come up with
a proxy that take& into account concems addreased by CAPM and
ECMH [Efficient Capital Madcet Hypothesis].1M

Summary
The Dela~ Court of Chancery is the leading court on valuation issues in
corporat2 dispua. That court has declared its prefetence for the DCF method
of valuation, including all elements of the modified CAPM (see CUlpter 5) to
determine the cost of capital. It haB, however, rejected the company-.speclfic
adjustment in the calculation of WACC unless there are unusual c:ircmnstances
to validate it. Th.e rourt will reject DCF if it believes the projections are unreliable, and, in any event, it prefere that other valuation methods be presented as a
check on the reasonableness of a DCF valuation.
Members of the Court of .Chancery have made it clear that they look forward to further refinements reflecting the evolving views of the academic and
valuation communities.

143. Id.
144. Id.

